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Summary
In this paper, we propose a new cryptographic key exchange
protocol based on Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal sets. The Fractal
based key exchange protocol is possible because ofthe intrinsic
connection between the Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal sets. In the
proposed protocol, Mandelbrot Fractal function takes the chosen
private k"y as the input parameter and generates the
corresponding public key. Julia Fractal function is then used to
calculate the shared key based on the existing private key and the
received pcblic key. The proposed protocol is designed to be
resistant against attacks, utilizes small key size and
comparatively performs faster then the existing Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol. The proposed Fractal key exchange
protocol is therefore an attractive alternative to traditional
number theory based key exchange protocols.
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l.Introduction

Cryptography algorithms are classified into two
categories, secret key (symmetric) algorithms and public
key (asymmetric) algorithms. In general, cryptography
protocol employs public key cryptosystem to exchange the
secret key and then uses faster secret key algorithms to
ensure confidentiality ofthe data stream [1,2]. Secret key
algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt messages by
using the same secret key. Public key algorithm on the
other hand, works in a very diflerent way. In public key
encryption algorithm, there are two keys, both belong to
the recipient. One key is known to the public, and is used
to encr)?t information that need to be send to the receiver
who owns the corresponding private key.

The Diffie-Hellman (DH) algorithm was the first key
exchange algorithm to utilize public-key concept to
exchange the shared key. Public key based key exchange
protocol rises above the difficulties faces by the secret key
cryptosystem. This is because key management is much
easier with the help of a key exchange protocol such as
DH. In a secret key algorithm, both parties shared the
same secret key. However the process of sharing the secret
key between both the sender and the recipient, introduces
a new set of problem - key distribution problem. public
key cryptosystem alleviates the key distribution problem

by using two keys, a private and a public key. In most
cases, by exchanging the public keys, both parties can
calculate a unique shared key, known only to both of them
12,3,41.

This paper proposed a new Fractal (Mandelbrot and
Julia Fractal sets) key exchange protocol as a method to
securely agree on a shared key. The proposed method
achieved the secure exchange protocol by creating a
shared secret through the use of the Mandelbrot and Julia
Fractal sets.

2.1. Fractals

A complex number consists of a real and an imaginary
component. It is common to refer to a complex number as
a "point" on the complex plane. If the complex number is
Z : (a + bi), the coordinate of the point is, a for the
horizontal real axis, and b for the vertical imaginary aris.

The unit of imaginary numbers is defined u. ' 
= @ [s].

Fractals on the other hand are fragmental geometric
shape that is created interactively from almost similar
smaller components t6]. From another perspective,
Fractals are an example of a Chaos system, where by
changing the initial parametea to the systern, even
slightly, can generate a totally new Fractal image
altogether [7]. Figure I shows two examples of Fracial
sets, Mandelbrot Fractal set and Julia Fractal set.

{a)
Figure l: Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal
Julia image [4].

(b)
setsl (a) Mandelbrot image, (b)
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The Mandelbrot Fractal set (see Figure l(a)) is the set

of points on a complex plane. The Fractal image can be

generatedby applying Equation I recursively [5,8].

Zn=Zn-,' +c ;Zo =0; c,Zr-r eC;neZ. (l)

Similar to Maadelbrot Fractal set, Julia Fractal set (see

Figure l(b)) is a set of points on a complex plane defined
recursively by Equation 2.

Zn=Zn-,'+c; c,Z,eC;neZ. Q\

The difference between the Mandelbrot qet and the

Julia set is that the Mandelbrot set iterates 7 +c with Z
starting at 0 a1d varying c with every iteratioa while Julia

set iterates t +c for fixed c and starting with non-zero

value of Z 16, l0l. All points, Zo, must reside on the

Mandelbrot set or the Julia set, respectively. ln our worko

we are depending on the intrinsic connection between both
of the Mandelbrot and the Julia Fractal sets. The
connection between the Mandelbrot set and the Julia set is

that each point c in the Mandelbrot set specifies the

geometric structure of the corresponding Julia set [9].

2.2. Diffie-Hellmatr Key Exchange

The Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol was

developed by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 and was

published in a paper called "New Directions in
Cryptography''. The Diffie-Hellman key agreement
protocol is also known as the "DifEe-Hellman-Merkle"
protocol. The Diffre-Hellman protocol is used to exchange

a secret key benveen two users over an insecure medium
without any prior communication between them.

Normally, the exchanged secret is then used as the secret

key for subsequent communication (see Figure 2).

3. Key Exchange Protocol Based on the
Mandelbrot and Julia Fractals Sets

Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal sets are set of complex
number, generated by complex number equations as

discussed in Section 2.1. By utilizing Fractals strong
properties, we have designed a new key exchange protocol
based on Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal Sets. Sisu:e 3
shows the proposed key exchange protocol.

Figure 3: Fractal key exchanging plotocol

In the proposed protocol, c is the global value known
to the public. e and n are the private values for Alice while
k and d are the private values for Bob. The private values
and the global information c are thea used as the inputs to
the Mandelbrot function, which will in turn produces the
public keys, Zre and Z/, for Alice and Bob, respectively.
The public values will be used in the exchange process

between Alice and Bob. With the private information and
the other parlry's public key as the inputs to the Julia
function, both parties will be able to generate the same

secret key, (Z,e)d - (Zd),e.

3.1. Mandelbrot and Julia Fractal Sets Key-
Exchange Protocol

In this section we will describe the proposed key exchange
algorithm in detail. The first step in this protocol is to
generate the public key and the private key by using
Mandelbrot and Julia functions. The equation used in our
proposed protocol is the Mandelbrot function,"Mandelfu'o
(see Equation 4) aad Julia function, "Juliafn" (see
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Equation 5). Mandelfn is one of the many Mandelbrot
functions, and similarly Juliafn is a specific form of Julia
functions. An image generated from the Mandetfn function
is shown in Figure 4.

Z (0)=c;c,Z eC'
Z (n+ I)=c, "f (Z (n)); c,Z eC;n e Z.

(3)

(4)

It is easy to generate variation of Fractal images based
on Mandelfn and, Juliafn functions. For example, we can
substitute the function/O in Equation 5 and 6 with some
known functions such as sin( ), cos( ), exp( ), etc., to
generate different variation of the functions. However, the
generated values from Mandelfn must always reside within
the Mandelbrot set, and similarly, the values generated by
the Juliafn must reside within the Julia set [0].

Z (n+ I)=c* "f Q (n)) (s)

Z(n+1)="rf(Z(n)); Z,ceC;neZ. (6)

Figure 4:Mandelfn ll}l
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Figure 5: Fractal Key Exchanging Algorithm
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As shown by Figure 3, Fractal key exchange

protocol involves two parties, Alice and Bob. Alice must

generate the public key based on her private key as

describe earlier. The generated public key is then send to
Bob. Bob on the other hand will do the same and send

his public key to Alice. To produce the public key, we

use Mandelbrot function, Mandelfn. For Alice, the

generated public key is Z,e, as describes by Equation 7

(see step 1 from Figure 5).

Zn€= Zn-t\c2 xe;Z,c,e eC;n eZ. (7)

Similarly for Bob, the generated public key, Zfr, (see

step 3 from Figure 5) is calculated by using Madelfn
equation as shown by Equation 8.

Z1,d = Zo-rxc2 xd;Z,c,d eC;k eZ. (8)

Note that, it is impossible to find the private values

from the published public keys, since the iteration, n, and

the variation constant e, are unknown to the public.

Hence, we can identiS that the hard problem for the

proposed Fractal key exchange is through its key

selection. This is true since the complex value produces

by Mandelfu depends on the number of iterations, no as

well as the variation constant, e, which makes the

Mandelfn values jump path chaotically. This will prevent
atlack on the private values, given that e is being
represented appropriately. We are suggesting e to p_9

represented by a 128-bit value which should give 2"o
possibilities for every values of n that are being brute

force.

After exchanging the public keys (see steps 2 and 4
from Figure 5) and executing the Juliafn function (steps

5 and 6 from Figure 5), both Alice and Bob will arrived
at the same seclet value, (Z"e)d: &rd),e. Both Q,e)fi
and Qrd),e are equals, based on a known Fractal
property as shown by Equation 9.

cn-' xQkd) ,e = ck-' x(Z,e) od; (e)

Z,c,e,d eC; n,x,k e Z .

Table 1 shows a working example of the proposed

protocol. In this example each complex number is being
represented by a 64-bit value. We use GMP [ll] to

simulate the 64-bit complex numbers. In this example,

the global information, c, is initialized to a complex
value (-0.1155056)+(-0.359816)i, and x is
initialized to 3 (The value of x is used to reduce the final
calculation (see Equation 9) and can be set to 0, if
desired). At the beginning, Alice and Bob need to

choose their private keys (see Table 1, row 1). Then they
have to calculate the corresponding public keys as shown
by Table 1, row 2, by using the Mandelbrot firnction,
Mandelft. These values are Z,e (Alice's public key) and

Z,e (Bob's public key). Table l, row 3, shows both
parties exchanging their public keys. Following this
process is the calculation of the shared value by using
Julia function, Juliafn. Alice will produce the shared

value, (Zfi),e. after executes the Juliafn with n,e (Alice's
private key) and Zd (Bob's public key) as the input
pammeters. Similarly Bob will produce the shared value
(Z,e)d by executing the Juliafn function with &d (Bob's
private key) and Z,e (Alice' public key) as the input
parameters. This process is shown by row 4 of Table l.
In row 5 of Table 1, we show that both shared values are

indeed the same.

Table 1 : Example of fractals based key exchange

Table 2: Key space comparison between DH and Fractal based key

4. Key Size

The chaotic nature of the Fractal firnctions ensures the

security of the proposed protocol. However, to prevent a
brute force attack, the choice of the key size becomes
crucial. The key space in Fractals key exchange depends

on the size of the key. For example in 128 bits key, there
qre 2t28 possible key values. Diffie Hellman (DH) keys

are fundamentally different from Fractals keys. The DH
protocol depends on large prime numbers (see Figure 6).
The DH key space for 128 bit is limited by how many
primes existed in the finite field of Zo, where p is the

largest prime that can be represented by a 128-bit value.
Therefore, DH key space is considerably smaller than the
Fractals key space for a given finite field [4]. Table 2

exchange protocols
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shows the key space for both DH and the proposed
Fractal key exchange algorithms for a given key size.
The key space for DH was calculated based on the
number of primes existed for particular key sizes. The
calculation was based on this Equation l0 [12].

No.of primein[0,n)= n/log \;neZ . (10)

5. Performance Evaluation Based on
Equivalent Key Sizes for Fractals and Diffie
Hellman Key Exchange Protocols

We compare the performance of the Fractal based key
exchange protocol against the well known DH key
exchange protocol. Table 3 shows the performance for
both DH and Fractal based key exchange protocols. Both
protocols were coded in Turbo C and GMp, and run on a
compcter with 1.6 GHz Intel@ M Pentium processor and
256M8.

The comparison [13] between Fractal and DH key
exchange protocols shows that Fractal key exchange
protocol performs better as shown by Figure 7 and 8.
The Fractal based key exchange protocol provides higher
level of security at a much lower cost, both in term of
key size and execution time.

6. The Security of Fractals Key Exchange

The security of key exchange protocol is based on the
strength of the algorithm and the size of the key used.
Both Fractal and DH protocols can provide equal
strength in security, both in terms of the algorithm

complexity and the key size used. However, Fractal key
exchange algorithm is more efficient than DH since the
algorithm used small key size and execute faster

r fractds/Millisecond

u DlUMilliseond

Figure 7: Fractal and DH key generation time
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Table 3: Performance evaluation between DH and Fractal based kev

Figure 6: DH and Fractal key space
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Figure 8: Fractal and DH key exchange running time
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7. Conclusion

This paper has shown the possibility of using Fractal sets

(Mandelbrot and Julia function sets) in Cryptographic
keys exchange protocol. The Fractal based key

exchange protocol is made possible because of the

intrinsic connection between the Mandelbrot and Julia

Fractal sets. The security of the proposed Fractal key

exchange dep'ends on the number of iterations which
convert the initial value c in the Mandelbrot Fractal

equation to the starting value of Z for Julia Fractal

equation. Adding the key e during the iteration of
Mandelbrot and Julia functions introduces the needed

complexity of the proposed protocol. As the result, the

proposed key exchange protocol requires small key size

and performs faster compared to Diffte-Hellman, one of
the most used key exchange protocols currently.
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